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Welcome to the 2022-2023 Soccer 

Season 
 
The interscholastic soccer season is has arrived!  Here are a 
few items about which coaches and officials should be aware 
before the season begins. 
 

 
Rules modifications include, but are not limited to, the following items.  Visit www.mhsa.org to view the 
complete NFHS rules changes, editorial changes and points of emphasis.   
 

 
MHSA/MOA Reporting 

 
All cards (yellow and red), regardless of the reason the card was issued, must be reported to the 
MHSA/MOA office.  The reporting form is on the MOA section of the mhsa.org website, or you can contact 
the office and a copy will be emailed to you. 
 
When completing the forms, please be thorough and specific when referencing the rule(s) violation(s) 
and/or unusual situations.  All reports should be emailed to the MHSA office and both administrators of 
the schools participating.  The emails of the administrator will be sent out to officials and is available on 
the MHSA website. 
 

2022-2023 Rules Changes 
4-2-2: The change clarifies that hair adornments, such as beads, may be worn in the hair if they are 

secured to the head and do not present a risk of injury to the player, teammates or opponents. 

Rationale: Clarifies that hair adornments can be worn in the hair if they do not endanger other players as 

well as being more inclusive of participants’ cultural and religious beliefs. 

7-1-3: State association may adopt procedures to require the game be played in its entirety. 

Rationale: This allows states that may require the game to be played in its entirety (for post-season or 

regular season seeding play), to do so without a conflict with the current rule. 

10-1-2f, 10-1-1, 10-1-3h (NEW): Clarifies that a player cannot score by throwing the ball into the goal. 

Rationale: Defined the outcomes on a goalkeeper’s throw when throwing the ball directly or own goal. 

12-2, 11-1-1. 18-1-1s (NEW): Clarifies the upper boundary of the arm is in line with the bottom of the 

armpit. 

Rationale: Defines the arm for the purposes of determining handling and offside. 

14-1 Penalty: Defines that an indirect free kick is awarded the defending team for an improper penalty 

kick. 

Rationale: Penalizes the kicking team for not kicking the ball forward on penalty kick. 

http://www.mhsa.org/
http://www.mhsa.org/
https://www.mhsa.org/page/show/5741940-forms
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17-1-2: Defines proper distance for the opposing team from a corner kick restart. 

Rationale: Clarifies the proper distance for the opposing team on a corner kick. 

 
 

2021-22 NFHS Points of Emphasis 
 

Points of Emphasis page 80-82 NFHS Rule Book 

Strategic Time Wasting Techniques 

o Time-wasting techniques disrupt the flow of the game and allow a team to gain an 
unfair advantage. 

o Officials must be aware of these tactics including: 

o Goalkeepers holding the ball for longer than 6 seconds before releasing the ball 
into play. 

o Delays on restarts such as free kicks or throw-ins. For example, when players take 
unnecessary time to set up a free kick or throw-in by re-tying their shoe or adjusting 
their uniform. 

Penalty Kick 

o Team excessively substituting before the 5-minute rule applies 

o A stutter step or a hesitation move is permissible. 

o The ball must be kicked forward. 

o If the ball is not kicked forward, an indirect free kick is awarded to the defending 
team from the penalty kick mark 

 

 

 

http://www.mhsa.org/
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Dissent 

o Rule 12-8-1c defines dissent. 

o Expressions of frustration or disappointment or private dissatisfaction not directed 
at anyone can usually be handled by a verbal warning or private discussion with the 
player. 

o Simply disagreeing with an official’s decision isn’t always dissent. Several factors to 
consider in each situation. 

o Continual public complaining, prolonged and repeated actions or personally 
directing comments at the referees must be dealt with 

Sportsmanship 

o The NFHS is concerned that unsporting behavior in education-based athletic has 
increased across all sports. As a result, the NFHS has made sportsmanship the no. 
1 Point of Emphasis for the 2022-23 school year. 

o The interscholastic coach is responsible for setting the tone at athletic contests and 
must act in a sportsmanlike manner. 

o If coaches are complaining constantly about the decision of contest officials, 
spectators are likely to do the same 

o A positive, open line of communication between officials and coaches ultimately 
leads to better behavior by student-athletes. 

o Good sporting behavior is expected before, during and after every contest 

o Contest officials should never engage with spectators who are exhibiting unsporting 
behavior. Instead, school administration, or in their absence, the home team’s head 
coach is responsible for dealing with unruly spectators. 

o The NFHS is concerned about unsporting behavior inhibiting the recruitment and 
retainment of officials. 

o In addition, an environment with demeaning language, taunting and/or hate speech 
directed at players does not further the mission of education-based activity  

http://www.mhsa.org/
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2022-2023 MHSA Handbook Changes 
 
  New handbook language for A Soccer. 
  
 

Class A When a team is winning by: 

10 goals, the contest ends 

If at any time the goal deficit decreases, then the winning team may put a player back into the game for 

the 2021-22 season. 

 
 
Game fees 

 A graduated fee increase for regular season varsity contests has been approved.  Sub varsity fees will 

remain the same.   

 The Varsity AR will be paid the full game rate of $70. 

 Regular season varsity game fees will go to $70 in 22-23 and to $75 in 23-24.   

 Post season fees will be adjusted accordingly in 22-23, 23-24 and 24-25.  

 Sub varsity contest fees = $48.00 per contest. 

 All other regular and post season fees can be viewed, and a hard copy printed at the MHSA website, 

including the fee schedules for a football jamboree or triangular and for a wrestling mixer.  

 Per IRS regulations mileage has increased from$0.56 to $0.625 

 Rider per diem  -$0 .12 cents per mile   

 Driver receives –   $0.745 cents per mile 

 Officials working in their home city/pool site receive no travel allowance however will receive $10.00 

per diem allowance if they work more than two contests that day at the same facility.  

All game fee information https://www.mhsa.org/page/show/6326125-moa-game-fees (MOA tab) 

 

http://www.mhsa.org/
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